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Electro-optical sampling non-synchronous delay

scanning measurement of electron beam

bunch length at BFEL *
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Abstract The Electro-optical sampling delay scanning technique can be used for electron beam bunch length

measurement. A novel non-synchronous delay scanning technique based on the electro-optical sampling mea-

surements is presented. Based on Beijing Free Electron Laser (BFEL), the electron beam bunch length was

measured with the electro-optical sampling technique for the first time in China. The result shows that the

electron beam bunch length at BFEL is about 5.6±1.2 ps.
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1 Introduction

The advanced synchrotron radiation source, the

fourth generation light source such as X-ray Free

Electron Laser (XFEL) and Energy Recovery Linac

(ERL), and high energy linear collider are all required

to produce subpicosecond ultrafast high peak-current

relativistic electron bunch. The diagnostics of rela-

tivistic electron beam are focused on the bunch length

measurement and real-time monitoring with subpi-

cosecond and even femtosecond temporal resolution.

There are several diagnostics available to measure the

length of short electron bunches, for example, the

streak camera technique, the RF defecting cavity,

the coherent transition radiation measurement, the

electro-optical measurement, and so on [1–2]. The

electro-optical measurement is non-destructive and

non-intrusive, and can be used for real-time monitor-

ing [3]. It is a promising single-shot technique to mea-

sure the length and the shape of the electron beam

bunch in the subpicosecond domain.

Employing different probe laser pulses and differ-

ent detection methods, the electro-optical measure-

ments can be classified as delay scanning detection,

spectrally resolved detection, chirped-pulse cross cor-

relation detection and spatially resolved detection [3].

The last three detection methods belong to single-

shot technique, while they all need higher probe laser

energy and more expensive detector compared with

delay scanning detection. The electro-optical de-

lay scanning technique can finish the electron beam

bunch length measurement once within a macropulse

[4]. Based on Beijing Free Electron Laser (BFEL) fa-

cility, the experimental setup to measure the bunch

length of relativistic electron beam by using the

electro-optical sampling technique was built up for

the first time in China. A novel non-synchronous de-

lay scanning technique based on the electro-optical

measurements is employed which can work without

the synchronization system for the probe pulse and

the electron bunch.

2 The principal of the electro-optical

delay scanning measurement

The principal of the electro-optical delay scanning

measurement is given in Fig. 1. The Coulomb field of

the relativistic electron beam is concentrated perpen-

dicular to the direction of the electron beam propaga-

tion, which represents the length and the longitudinal
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shape of the beam bunch. When a piece of 〈110〉 cut

ZnTe crystal is mounted in the beam vacuum pipe of

an accelerator with the edge of the crystal a few mil-

limeters away from the electron beam, the Coulomb

field of the electron beam will induce a birefringence

in the ZnTe crystal, and the polarization of the probe

laser will be modulated by the crystal. Changing the

delay between the beam bunch and the probe laser

pulse, the Coulomb field at different longitudinal po-

sitions can be probed by the probe laser. The bal-

anced detection is used in order to increase the signal-

to-noise ratio. A quarter wave plate is used in the

setup of balanced detection to transform the slightly

elliptically polarizing beam into an almost circularly

polarized beam, and a polarizing beam splitter (Wol-

laston prism) splits the almost circularly polarized

beam into two linearly polarized beams, which are

measured by a balanced diode detector. The differ-

ence intensity signal in the balanced diode detector is

given by [5]:

∆I = I0

2π

λ0

Ln3γ41Eb . (1)

where I0 is the initial intensity of probe laser, λ0 is the

wavelength in vacuum, L is the thickness of the ZnTe

crystal, n is the refractive index of the ZnTe crystal,

γ41 is nonzero element of the linear electro-optic ten-

sor of the ZnTe crystal, and Eb is the Coulomb field

of the beam bunch at the detected position. The

difference intensity signal ∆I is proportional to the

Coulomb field of the electron beam bunch Eb, there-

fore, the pulse duration of the difference intensity sig-

nal envelope, which is detected by delay scanning the

beam bunch, is the electron beam bunch length, and

the pulse shape is the longitudinal distribution of the

charges in the bunch.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the electro-optic sampling

electron bunch length measurement.

3 Experiment setup

BFEL is a low-gain middle and far infrared free

electron laser facility with wavelength at 7–19 µm.

The parameters of the electron beam used for the

electro-optical measurements at BFEL are given in

Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the electron beam used

for the electro-optical measurements at BFEL.

parameters values

beam energy 26 MeV

energy spread/rms ±0.5%

normalized emittance 70 πmm·mrad

bunch charge 80 pC

macropulse frequency 3.125 Hz

macropulse duration 5 µs

micropulse frequency 2856 MHz

micropulse duration(designed) 4 ps

The setup of the electro-optical delay scanning

electron beam bunch length measurement system at

BFEL is shown in Fig. 2. A mode-locked femtosecond

Ti:sapphire laser producing a 35 fs pulse at 800 nm

with horizontal polarization is employed as a probe

laser of the measurement system. The repetition rate

of the laser is nearly 102 MHz. The probe laser beam

is expanded by a Galileo telescope system, and then

it is propagated from the clean room to the acceler-

ator hall at BFEL. After an inverted telescope the

probe laser is focused into the electron beam vacuum

pipe. A 2 mm thick ZnTe crystal and two mirrors

are mounted in the pipe, in which the electron beam

is propagated upon the edge of the crystal, while the

probe laser is transmitted from the crystal parallel-

ing to the electron beam with 3 mm distance. The

probe laser beam carrying the information of the elec-

tron beam bunch is educed from the vacuum pipe by

a mirror, and after transmitting from a quarter wave

plate, it is split into two beams with orthogonal polar-

ization states by a Wollaston prism. Using two 20 m

multimode optical fibers, the two beams are respec-

tively propagated back to the clean room, and then

measured by the balanced diode detector to obtain

the difference intensity signal.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the electro-

optical delay scanning measurement of the

electron bunch length at BFEL.
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4 The timing of the non-synchronous

delay scanning

Usually, the probe laser pulses should be ac-

tively synchronized to the accelerator RF clock in

the electro- optical electron bunch length measure-

ments. The repetition rate of the electron bunch can

be changed via an RF-phase shifter which sweeps the

electron bunch over the probe laser pulse train, and

the complete electric field profile is thereby measured.

In this paper, a novel non-synchronous delay scan-

ning technique is presented. The timing of the non-

synchronous delay scanning is in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a)

shows the electron beam bunches with 2856 MHz rep-

etition rate, and Fig. 3(b) shows the probe laser pulse

train with a repetition rate of about 102 MHz, which

is nearly 1/28 of the 2856 MHz. When 28 electron

bunches pass through, there is a probe laser pulse

which transmits the ZnTe crystal, and the delay time

between the laser pulse and the 28th electron bunch

is ∆T longer than the delay time of the previous

one, where ∆T is the delay scanning step between

the probe laser and the electron bunch. If the rep-

etition rate of the probe laser pulses is suitable, the

electron bunch is swept over the probe laser pulse

train, and the envelope of the difference intensity sig-

nal will illustrate a pulse structure, which is shown in

Fig. 3(c). Thus the bunch length can be read from the

difference intensity signal envelope, and the electric

field profile is thereby measured. Furthermore, the

complicated synchronization system is not needed in

the non-synchronous delay scanning technique, which

greatly simplifies the measurement. And the delay

scanning is automatically accomplished without RF-

phase shifting, so the measurement will not disturb

the operation of the facility.

Fig. 3. Timing of the non-synchronous delay scanning technique.

5 Measurement of electron beam

bunch length at BFEL

Figure 4 shows the measurements of the electron

field profile and its Gaussion fit with different delay

scanning steps. From Fig. 4(a) to (c), the delay scan-

ning step is 0.9 ps, 1.2 ps and 2.3 ps respectively, and

the measured electron beam bunch FWHM length is

6.3 ps±0.9 ps, 6.0 ps±0.9 ps, and 4.8 ps±0.9 ps corre-

spondingly. The measurements of the electron bunch

length at BFEL coincide well with the designed value.

When the delay scanning step is shorter, the sampling

points are denser, and more details of the longitudi-

nal profile of the charge distribution in the electron

beam bunch can be achieved.

To verify the non-synchronous delay scanning

technique, a set of contrast experiments were made.

The results are given in Fig. 5, and the grey curve

marked with squares in the figure is just the curve

in Fig. 4(a) to compare. In the case of Fig. 5(a),

the black curve marked with triangles was measured

when the electron beam was intercepted by a pro-

file before the ZnTe crystal. When no electron beam

passes through, there are not any pulse structures

which occur in the envelope of the difference inten-

sity signal. If the repetition rate of the probe laser

pulses is equal to 102 MHz, the relative temporal
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Fig. 4. Electro-optical sampling measurements of the electron bunch length at BFEL.

Fig. 5. Results of the contrast experiments.

relation of the probe laser pulse and the electron

bunch is invariable. Therefore, it is impossible for the

probe laser pulses to sweep the electron bunch with

0 delay scanning step. The envelope of the difference

intensity signal also has no pulse structure, which is

the black curve marked with triangles in Fig. 5(b)

(For careful observation the time interval of the sam-

ple points is set at 1 ps). On the other hand, when

the repetition rate of the probe laser pulses deviates

from 102 MHz too much, the delay scanning step will

be too large to accomplish the measuring. Fig. 5(c) il-

lustrates the curves measured with 102.079 MHz and

102.009 MHz repetition rate probe laser pulses, which

means that the delay scanning step is 7 ps and 0.9 ps

respectively. The 7 ps delay scanning step is almost

equal to the length of the electron bunch at BFEL,

hence, the pulse structure can not be observed from

the envelope of the difference intensity signal.

The average value of the electron beam bunch

length FWHM at BFEL is 5.6 ps in the measure-

ments, and the measurement error is 1.2 ps, by an-

alyzing a set of measurement results under the same

condition on the same day. The time resolution is

about 0.5 ps in the configuration, depending on the

0.9 ps delay scanning step.

6 Summary

In conclusion, electro-optical non-synchronous de-

lay scanning measurements of the length of relativis-

tic electron bunches have been performed based on

the BFEL facility. A novel delay scanning technique

is employed to avoid the synchronization system and

the disturbance of the facility operation. The mea-

sured electron beam bunch FWHM length at BFEL

is 5.6±1.2 ps.
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